
A dynamic
workflow manager



ExtendedFlow,
a dynamic workflow manager

ExtendedFlow is a platform solution that allows large-scale collaborative planning and decision-making for 
all your processes. Metadata-level views of plans and the relationships that exist between them enable the 
impact of plan changes to ripple instantly to other affected areas of the business. Flexible role-based levels 
ensure collaboration with confidence. Calendar setting, dashboards, audit trails and selective user access 
make it possible for safe and simultaneous planning in real time.

Our ExtendedFlow cloud planning solution enables an organization to run virtually any planning process 
by connecting data, people, and plans in every part of a business. Connected planning can be achieved on 
any scale—from a single use case within one business unit to enterprise-wide connected planning across 
hundreds of processes, and everything in between. Our platform is a flexible, scalable, and collaborative 
cloud planning system.

Advantages Possibilities

Flow description and audit ready Process redesign

Waste reduction (i.e. delay, waiting time) Performance monitoring

Process optimization Audit trail

Efficiency enhancing Big data

Agile work method adoption enhancement Process planning

Creating awareness at employee level Resource planning

Providing new (business) insights

 

 

 

 

 

 





From a static workflow state
to a dynamic workflow

The first step is to create a template and define each step of the process which will be assigned to a 
workflow later on. This step can be used to describe the various processes, if these are not present yet 
(for audit purposes). If you already have your processes described, this step could be used to rethink the 
workflow (business process redesign) aiming on the outcome instead of output. In this way you could reduce 
‘waste’ like waiting times, double work and go towards a more lean and agile way of working. ExtendedFlow 
allows to roll deadline dates which makes recurring workflows very easy to manage.



User friendly and
smart set up of workflows

This step allows you to set up a workflow based on a process defined in the previous (template) step. 
Setting up a workflow involves choosing a starting date, deadline date and assigning users to task(s) and 
entity/entities. A workflow can be copied and edited easily. A template can be reused and applied on similar 
workflows again and again whenever the workflow occurs.



In control of task, scope and timing and link with 
other tasks and stakeholders

This section of the tool allows the task owner to report on the status of the process step for which they 
are responsible. The deliverables, status and deliveries of each task owned by a colleague or external party 
(including delay details), are made transparent to any other task owner or stakeholder in the workflow.

The task owner page also provides clear oversight on task deliverables and corresponding deadlines, 
allowing quick and easy understanding of urgent matters and the impact of a delay within the entire process. 
Any changes made to a deliverable will be flagged (through a smart mailer system) to all task owners within 
the workflow ensuring task owners remain in control of their task and deadline and are informed / aware of 
changes to the workflow. The information captured in this section of the tool also serves as a reference for 
future task owners / successors (i.e. a workflow audit trail / history for successors). 



Visualization of
workflows

The dashboard page provides quick and easy visuals on all ongoing processes, tasks and steps for your 
company that are defined within the tool. There are several smart dimensional filters which can be applied to 
give insight about the aforementioned data on different levels. This information could be used for analysis 
purposes for process optimization, business process redesign, bonus/KPI for employees, etcetera. Different 
views are possible: entity, country, user and deadline view which can be combined with different workflow 
levels (process, task and step).

Some practical examples are:
• Insight in specific users that are creating delay;
• Insight if external service providers are meeting deadlines; and
• Based on the built-in audit trail it is possible to assess the quality of the deliverable of each user in the 

workflow.



About ExtendedFlow

ExtendedFlow is an IT services, consulting and business solutions organization that delivers real results to 
global business, ensuring a level of certainty no other firm can match. ExtendedFlow offers a consulting-led, 

integrated portfolio of IT and IT-enabled tools for departments like i.e. tax, finance, business, etcetera.

ExtendedFlow is offered both as a licensed solution as well as a hosted service. Our team consists of 
experienced tax and finance project managers as well as IT-engineers and has a unique perspective on 

automation and technology . Our deep expertise in finance, tax and IT gained through the experience of a 
strong team that has a career long experience in supporting technologies, combined with a rich knowhow of 

best practices, enables us to bring differentiated and robust solutions to the market.

menno.van.werkhoven@tax-model.com 
+31 (0)6 11 60 65 39
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